Kingdom Terminology
(Slideshow points from Miles Munroe's Kingdom Leadership conference)

Theology: The study of God and his activity in history.
The Bible: The inspired record and program of God's divine purpose.
Dominion: The power to rule, govern and exercise sovereign authority as royalty.
Kingdom 'Radah': The impact and influence of a king over his territory.
The Kingdom of Heaven: (The Kingdom IN Heaven.) The governed territory of God, an entire
sphere fully under God's authority, and conforming to the law and order of the King of Heaven.
The Kingdom of God: (The Kingdom IN the universe, including ON the Earth.) The territory
called Earth, owned by the Creator, but still to be conformed to the law, authority and dominion of
the Creator.
The Adamic Dominion Mandate: The command given to Adam and his 'seed' to govern Earth.
The Fall: The declaration of independence of Earth from Heaven through rebellion.
Colonization: The extension of a kingdom's influence in distant territory.
The Divine Promise: The covenant promise of God to redeem and restore his Kingdom to Earth.
Redeem: (Re-deem – to re-own your possession due to creative rights) God's plan to buy back (get
back) the world system for himself so that he can transform it into his system.
Enter the Kingdom: To enter the culture of the Kingdom by becoming a Kingdom citizen. It is not
to enter Heaven so you can get out of Earth.
Faith: One's belief system based on convictions as to what is truth.
Trust: Faith in the ability of God to be in total control of everything as the Creator and sustainer of
all things.1
[video source: “Understanding Kingdom Advance Theology - Dr Myles Munroe” - YouTube]
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1 – My term definition [LDS]

